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Abstract: Today, first inter-organizational tracking & tracing systems facilitate timely identifica-
tion and handling of disruptions along the supply chain. However, these systems typically operate
at SCM and ERP level and therefore lack knowledge and control over production processes. This
paper bridges the gap between logistics and production IT by proposing a novel architecture for
coupling the manufacturing operations as defined in IEC 62264 with an EPCIS-compliant real-
time tracking & tracing system. The system leverages logic-based complex event processing for
detecting critical disruptions in the supply chain and initiates rescheduling of production. It is
shown that in the presence of unexpected events the rescheduling algorithm minimizes delays and
inventory costs while avoiding “nervous schedules” caused by frequent changes. As proof of concept
a reference implementation of the architecture is realized within a discrete production line.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last years the trend towards outsourcing and
globalization in the automotive and other industries led
to increasingly distributed production processes. These
processes often rely on long and complex logistics networks
involving a large number of companies geographically
spread around the world. The increasing complexity of
the processes leads to error-proneness and consequently
uncertainties about the timely arrival of vendor goods at
production facilities. The uncertainties can be reduced by
real-time monitoring and recording the shipment of goods
along the supply chains. Such tracking & tracing systems
are facilitated by recent advances in RFID and other
Auto-ID technologies. As logistic processes usually involve
several companies common data standards are required.
The EPC Network with its EPCIS specification is widely
used for tracking & tracing applications and can be seen
as a de facto standard.

The collected tracking & tracing data can be used to
analyze the material flow and determine crucial deviation
from the planned processes. According to Pfohl et al.
(2008) three main classes of risks can be distinguished:
(i) sourcing logistics and supply risks (e.g. early/late
delivery of vendor parts), (ii) distribution logistics and
demand risks (e.g. change of production deadlines), and
(iii) process and control risks (e.g. quality violations or
machine faults within own production process). Once such
disruptions are detected, the involved companies have to
decide how to cope with them. For example, late arrival
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Fig. 1. Contribution: Integration of supply chain informa-
tion into production operations management.

of input materials may require to resequence jobs within a
production line – particularly in case of Just-in-Time (JIT)
and Just-In-Seququence (JIS) settings. As many of these
disruptions become known at short notice, production
plans have already been fixed and dispatched to the
production systems. If changes at this stage have to be
implemented, detailed knowledge about the manufacturing
process and current status of production is required. As
such detailed operations knowledge is available only up
to the manufacturing execution layer (e.g. as defined in
ISA-95 / IEC 62264), current approaches to disruption
management on a higher level of enterprise IT are ill-suited
to cope with many types of short-term interferences.

For realizing disruption management on production level
an approach to event-based reactive production order op-
timization is presented in this paper. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the proposed architecture seamlessly integrates
cross-company tracking and tracing functionality with a
company’s manufacturing operations management. For
enabling short-term reactions on critical disruptions a
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Resource & Supply Chain
Management

Flexible Production &
Production Logistics

Data Represen-
tation & RFID

Bose and Pal (2005),
Goebel et al. (2010)

Floerkemeier (2008), Das-
sisti et al. (2008)

Event Process-
ing

Bornhövd et al. (2004),
Wu et al. (2006), Wang
et al. (2009)

Ramadge and Wonham
(1989), Isermann and Ball
(1997)

(Re-) Schedul-
ing

Lepratti (2009) Gordon et al. (2002),
Inman (2003), Meissner
(2010)

Table 1. Clusters of related work.

Manufacturing Execution System is extended with an
EPCIS-compliant event processing mechanisms that sup-
ports identification of critical situations in the supply chain
and triggers appropriate production rescheduling. The pa-
per is structured as follows: In Section 2 we review the
state of the art and identify the shortcomings of existing
approaches in the context of our scenario. Subsequently,
we introduce the general architecture of our system in
Section 3. The main contribution of this paper comprises
the extension of an existing MES including a formal event
representation, an event processor and a rescheduling com-
ponent which are introduced in Section 4, Section 5 and
Section 6, respectively. A concrete realization of our ap-
proach is described in Section 7. The paper is concluded
in Section 8 with a short summary.

2. RELATED WORK

In this work, we use an event-based reactive production
control approach to bridge the gap between supply chain
and manufacturing operations management. Within both
areas a wide range of different technologies have been
proposed to react on disruptions in a flexible way. These
technologies include the intelligent processing and under-
standing of events, knowledge-based reactive scheduling
of production and logistics processes, and various forms
of representation models for efficient data processing and
exchange. Table 1 organizes the landscape of related work
along the application focus and technologies applied.

One of the central challenges addressed by our work is
how inter-organizational tracking & tracing information
can be leveraged for efficient production planing and con-
trol. Realizing such a system requires exchanging track-
ing & tracing information horizontally between different
companies and vertically between the different levels of
enterpise IT from shop floor to ERP/SCM. Today RFID-
based solutions are predominantly deployed in the area of
production logistics within a single company. Such vertical
RFID data integration is realized using RFID middle-
ware such as presented in Floerkemeier (2008). Applied in
an inter-organizational setting RFID may improve speed,
accuracy, and transparency of information provisioning
along the supply chain (see e.g. Bose and Pal 2005). As
standardization is essential in an inter-organizational en-
vironment, EPCIS (EPCglobal, 2007) gained much atten-
tion. However, as we will discuss in Section 4 the current
version of EPCIS is not sufficient for effective disruption
management. While we aim at a minimal set of extensions
in order to be as standard compliment as possible, Goebel
et al. (2010) proposes more fundamental changes to the
standard to address the shortcomings. By augmenting a
Manufacturing Execution System with an (external) EP-
CIS repository, we provide a RFID middleware for vertical
as well as horizontal data integration. Both directions are

required to support efficient disruption management. In
addition, our approach builds on a formal, logic based
model which facilitates automated processing. Ontologies
for manufacturing operations according to IEC 62264 have
been presented by Dassisti et al. (2008). However, they do
not address event representation and processing.

Generally, handling real-world RFID tracking & tracing
data requires a component for highly efficient event pro-
cessing (Wu et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009). The topic
has already been extensively studied in computer science
areas such as active databases and knowledge representa-
tion. Typically, EPCIS-based solutions are geared towards
supply chain management and realized in the context of
ERP and SCM software (e.g. see Bornhövd et al. 2004).
While these approaches aim at dealing with disruptions by
adapting the supply chain, our work focuses on adapting
the production processes. We thus particularly address ad-
hoc disruptions that cannot be handled within the supply
chain any more. In contrast to our system, solutions on
higher level of enterprise IT do not allow for combining
external events with internal production knowledge nor do
they support compensation handling within the produc-
tion environment. When moving into the area of produc-
tion control, control theory and particularly discrete event
systems become a relevant field of research (Ramadge
and Wonham, 1989). In this context, event handling as
well as fault detecting and diagnosis has been extensively
investigated (see the survey by Isermann and Ball 1997).
While these systems specifically focus on real-time control
of production processes where already “frozen” schedules
are dynamically updated, our work does not aim at adap-
tions of these schedules but at shortening the duration of
these “frozen” schedules. In addition, our work is novel in
that we present the first formal grounding of EPCIS in a
logic-based system which allows us to apply sophisticated
event processing methods (e.g. as introduced in Anicic
et al. 2010). Once deviations from the planned process
are detected, a rescheduling of the production plan can be
useful to reduce the risk of idle times or the execution of
inefficient production plans.

While reactive mechanisms for supply chains are avail-
able (e.g. Lepratti 2009), on production level most MES
systems today assume that problems have already been
resolved on ERP level or use rather simple reaction mech-
anisms: They either skip affected orders or shift them to
the end of the schedule which often leads to inefficien-
cies. While academic literature provides a wide range of
sophisticated scheduling and re-scheduling algorithms for
logistics and production networks, only a small subset
rely on realistic assumptions that can be directly ap-
plied in practice (e.g. Reisman et al. 1997 claim that
only less than 3% of the 184 papers they have reviewed
use realistic assumptions). Gordon et al. (2002) give an
overview of scheduling approaches that optimize different
cost functions (including contract penalties or inventory
costs). However, they do not provide reactivity which is
required as a response to EPCIS events. In this context,
dynamic job shop problems that reorganize the produc-
tion plan, e.g., based on priority rules become relevant.
For example, Inman (2003) and Meissner (2010) intro-
duce a pragmatic re-sequencing algorithm for adapting
JIS production processes. In contrast to our work, all
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Fig. 2. Conceptual architecture of the system.

those approaches restrict their model on re-sequencing of
production jobs without considering the early detection of
critical situations and particularly EPCIS based logistics
events. Through the use of an inter-organizational EPCIS
repository our approach supports predictive rescheduling
even before the critical situation occurs locally.

3. OVERALL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, the overall architecture of our system is in-
troduced. It consisting of (i) a central component used by
several companies along the supply chain to exchange ob-
ject tracking information and (ii) a set of distributed com-
ponents relying on this information. The latter implements
applications for monitoring and optimizing a company’s
processes. In this paper, we focus on one specific type of
application, namely production planning and control, and
show how object tracking information collected along the
supply chain can be used to optimize production schedules
within a company. As tracking & tracing of objects has to
be realized across several companies, the system architec-
ture is based on the industry standard EPC Information
Services (EPCIS) (EPCglobal, 2007). The standard pro-
vides data element specifications, interface definitions and
an eventing mechanisms. The architecture proposed in the
following builds on the EPCIS standard interfaces as well
as data elements and shows how an EPCIS repository can
be integrated within the MES layer as introduced in IEC
62264. The conceptual architecture of the system is shown
in Figure 2 and the corresponding components are shortly
described below.
EPCIS Repository The EPCIS Repository is responsi-
ble for storing EPCIS events and master data to be shared
among the participating companies. Apart from some ex-
tensions in the event specification (discussed in Section 4),
we rely on standard EPCIS repositories (e.g. IBM’s Info-
Sphere Traceability Server, SAP Object Event Repository
or the open source tool Fosstrak) implementing the EPCIS
Query and Capture Interfaces.
Extended Manufacturing Execution System In our
system the planing and execution of the manufacturing
processes is realized by a Manufacturing Execution Sys-
tem (MES). According to IEC 62264 a Manufacturing
Execution System may comprise functions such as pro-
duction execution, material management, production dis-
patching, production tracking, production resource man-
agement, and detailed production scheduling. In this work,

we extend an existing MES which provides these functions
and primarily focus on the detailed production scheduling
component and its integration into an inter-organizational
tracking & tracing system. We realize this integration
by augmenting an existing Production Management Sys-
tem with a complex event processor engine as well as a
component for optimizing detailed production schedules.
Subsequently, the functions of the three MES components
are described.

Production Management System This component
comprises the basic functionality of a MES. In partic-
ular, it contains components for production execution,
production tracking and monitoring, production dispatch-
ing, production resource management, and product defini-
tion management. Within our architecture the Production
Management System is thus responsible for (i) verification
of the availability of required resources such as vendor
parts, machines, or workers, (ii) dispatching and executing
orders by interacting with the process control level, (iii)
tracking the current status of production jobs, and (iv) re-
porting of the production order status to other components
(ERP, Event Processor). The Production Management
System receives the master production program as well as
the product definitions (including bill of materials) from
the ERP, e.g., by means of the B2MML protocol. Both
are used to initialize the production scheduler which in
turn provides a detailed production schedule for execution.
Once a problem with the execution of a detailed produc-
tion schedule is detected, a production event is triggered
to the event processor.

Event Processor In order to enable the MES to issue
events to the EPCIS repository as well as to react on events
like delays in the supply chain or machine failures, an
event processor is added to MES. To this end, the Event
Processor implements the EPCIS capture and querying
interface. The event processor formally analyzes incoming
events in order to detect critical situations with respect
to the current detailed production plan. Once a critical
situation is observed, the event processor decides about the
compensation strategies to be executed. A compensation
strategy may initiate rescheduling or send an external
event to the EPCIS Repository.

Production Scheduler The Production Scheduler is
responsible for generating the detailed production plan
based on a given master production program, product
definitions and plant layout. The Production Scheduler
supports the generation of an initial production schedule
and also the rescheduling once disruptions in the produc-
tion or logistics network occur. Rescheduling calculates the
cost minimizing order of production jobs while reducing
the number of required changes in the schedule.

Enterprise Resource Planning The Enterprise Re-
source Planning System (ERP) deals with the order man-
agement and provides the master production program that
may also contain priorities of the individual orders. These
schedules specify the quantities that are needed of a certain
product to fulfill demand.

In the following we focus on the main contribution of this
paper, namely the representation of events as well as the
integration of logic-based event processing with a reactive
scheduling mechanism.
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4. EVENT AND MASTER DATA REPRESENTATION

Before discussing the functionality of the Event Processor
and Production Scheduler, we introduce the event and
master data representation used within the system. As
already discussed, the inter-organizational data exchange
in our system is based on the EPCIS standard. The
contribution of this section is twofold: (i) The EPCIS
event vocabulary is extended for expressing confirmation
of plans as well as deviation from plans. This extension
enables communication of problems and ad-hoc changes
along the supply chain in order to reduce uncertainties.
(ii) The XML-based EPCIS event syntax is grounded with
a formal semantics. By inferring implicit knowledge from
given events the specification of situations and compensa-
tion strategies can be realized in a much more concise way.
These two aspects are discussed in the remainder of this
section.

4.1 EPCIS Events and Extensions

The EPCIS standard defines a XML-based specification
of master and event data. According to EPCglobal (2007),
event data is generated during the execution of business
transactions and thus grows over time. Within event
definitions references can be made to master data elements
which are not tied to moments in time.

Generally, all EPCIS events mandatorily have an Event
Type and at least one named Event Field. The most gen-
eral Event Type is an EPCISEvent with the mandatory
Event Field eventTime. The other standard Event Types
(i.e. ObjectEvent, AggregationEvent, TransactionEvent
and QuantityEvent) are derived from this generic base
class. An ObjectEvent represents an event that happened
to one or more physical objects each represented by a
unique identifier. In the EPCIS standard physical objects
are represented by the Electronic Product Code (EPC)
defined in the EPC Tag Data Standard (EPCglobal, 2008)
(alternatively other standards such as the Data Universal
Numbering System (DUNS) can be used). The event can
be used to indicate that the objects with given EPCs have
been observed at a certain location (bizLocation), within
a certain business step (bizStep), business transaction
(businessTransaction) or status (disposition). For a
detailed discussion of the other Event Types and Event
Fields please refer to the EPCIS specification (EPCglobal,
2007).

As Event Types allow the observation of actions that
are performed with an object, in the following they are
denoted as observation events. Besides observation events,
interpretation events – currently not covered by the EP-
CIS standard – are required for communicating deviations
between actual and planned processes along the supply
chain. This is important since deviations are not neces-
sarily detected by the company which is interested in a
deviation and revealing detailed plans to other companies
is usually not desired. In order to enable the standard
for expressing interpretation events while minimizing the
required extensions, we suggest to add two new actions,
namely DEVIATION and CONFIRM, to the existing types
of actions ADD, OBSERVE, and DELETE. In contrast to
the action OBSERVE which denotes observation events, a

Fig. 3. Excerpt from the EPCIS Event and Master
Data Ontologies (for Event Fields bizStep and
bizLocation based on IEC 61512 and IEC 62264).

DEVIATION implies that an unexpected event has been
observed. Events with the action CONFIRM refer to situ-
ations where events are received exactly according to the
plan. Our current extension allows for confirming plans
and for communicating deviations from plan with respect
to the time of observation, the quantities involved, the
observed quality of an object, and the location of an
observation. The conditions under which interpretation
events are communicated between companies are usually
regulated in bilateral contracts between the involved com-
panies. Timely communication of plan deviations along the
supply chain may reduce negative impacts. The required
comparison between planned and actual states as well as
the generation and triggering of new interpretation events
is done on a formal basis discussed in the following.

4.2 Formal Semantics of EPCIS Events

The EPCIS specification defines how event and master
data is represented using a XML-based syntax. The mean-
ing of vocabulary terms is defined informally using natural
language. While the XML syntax is sufficient for standard-
ized information exchange between companies, the lack
of formal semantics obstructs the automated interpreta-
tion and analysis of the events. For example, the system
has to know the hierarchical relation between “tardiness”
and “deviation from plan” (tardiness implies a deviation
from plan) to infer that all general reactions to deviations
have to be applied also to tardiness situations. Ontologies
(Guarino, 1995) provide such a formal language for spec-
ifying logical relations between terms which are typically
subsets of first order logics. 1 Figure 3 shows an excerpt
from the EPCIS Event Ontology. To exemplify how master

1 In our work, the OWL 2 RL fragment of the Web Ontology
Language OWL is used (Motik et al., 2009). Rule representation
in this paper is simplified as quantifiers are omitted.
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Fig. 4. I/O of Event Processor.

data ontologies can be referenced within the event defi-
nitions we use the Physical Location and Manufacturing
Process Ontologies derived from IEC 61512 / 62264.

Generally, logical predicates are used in an ontology to
express classes (predicates of arity one) as well as rela-
tions between classes (predicates of arity two). Ontology
assertions thus take the form C(x) or R(x,y), where C
denotes a class, R a relation, and the terms x,y represent
concrete objects. Consequently, classes represent Event
Types whereas properties represent Event Fields as shown
in Figure 3. For example, the assertions ObjectEvent(e1),
Assembly(p1) and bizStep(e1,p1) express that we ob-
served an EPCIS ObjectEvent e1 within the bizStep p1
which is of type Assembly. The quantifiers ∀, ∃ and logical
connectives such as ∨,∧,→, etc. can be used to form
complex class descriptions from atomic ones. For example,
the fact that every individual that is an ObjectEvent and
has a bizStep belonging to the class Assembly is also
an event of class ReceivedInAssembly can be expressed
via the following formula: ReceivedInAssembly(x) ←
ObjectEvent(x) ∧ ∃y.(Assembly(y) ∧ bizStep(x,y)).
New incoming ObjectEvents x which meet this for-
mula are automatically classified as ReceivedInAssembly
events without explicitly stating the corresponding asser-
tion. All situation recognition and compensation handling
rules defined for ReceivedInAssembly events are thus
automatically applied to the new events. The EPCIS Event
Ontology thereby reduces the number of rules required for
situation recognition and compensation strategies, simpli-
fies their specification at design time, and additionally
supports logical consistency checks. In the following, we
discuss how situation recognition algorithms and compen-
sation strategies can be implemented on top of the formal
EPCIS Event Ontology.

5. EVENT PROCESSOR

The goal of the event processing component in our system
is to dynamically recognize situations – in particular
critical situations – based on a stream of time-stamped
events, the current production schedule and expected stock
levels. As a result the event processing component initiates
appropriate counter actions which include rescheduling
and issuing new external events to the EPCIS repository.
As shown in Figure 4, the event processor can be split into
three subcomponents described in the following.

5.1 Registration

The Registration component analyzes the detailed pro-
duction plan received by the scheduler in order to sub-
scribe for relevant events and update the current plan
data in the Situation Recognition component. The detailed

production plan specifies the resources (i.e. material and
end products) required at a given point in time. Let the
production plan R ⊆ P ×M × R× T be the set of tuples
(p,m, q, t) describing the material consumption with p ∈ P
representing the material identifier according to the bill
of materials, m ∈ M representing the machine identifier
or location, and q ∈ R denoting the quantity of resource
p that is required at time t ∈ T . Algorithm 1 describes
how queries are subscribed to the eventing mechanisms
of the EPCIS Repository and how the required resource
availabilities are provided to the Situation Recognition
component. Throughout the paper we apply a notion from
object-oriented programming to refer to elements of a
vector. E.g. we refer to the components a of a vector
x ∈ X = {(a, b, c)|a ∈ A ∧ b ∈ B ∧ c ∈ C} by the expres-
sion x.a.

Algorithm 1. Procedure to register for relevant EPCIS events and
update availability plans.
Require: resource consumption plan R, observation list L

1: for all r ∈ R do
2: EPC/EPCClassID e = lookupEPC(r.p)
3: add ObjectEvent(e, r.t, r.m ,· , · , “REQUIRED”, · )
4: if e 6∈ L then
5: if e type EPC then
6: register SimpleEventQuery{MATCH anyEPC(e)}
7: if e type EPCClassID then
8: register SimpleEventQuery{MATCH EPCClass(e)}
9: L = L ∪ {e}

The algorithm keeps an observation list L that stores the
EPCs or EPCClassIDs of the resources that are already
registered. A crucial function for integrating logistics in-
formation into production processes is the mapping of the
internal identifier used for the different resource classes in
the manufacturing bill of material description (MBOM)
to the external identifiers used within the EPCIS tracking
and tracing system. The mapping is realized in line 2
of Algorithm 1 using the lookupEPC -method. While in
the production environment we typically use class-based
identification of materials to retain flexibility of produc-
tion, for tracking & tracing item-based identification is
often necessary (especially in case of JIT/JIS processes).
Different implementations of the lookupEPC -method can
be used to cover the various settings. The difference be-
tween internal and external identifiers can be addressed by
defining explicit mappings of EPCClass/EPC identifiers
to MBOM (class) identifiers. Based on the structure of
the identifier, in many cases the class identifier can be
derived directly from the item identifier, e.g. the EPC class
urn:epc:idpat:sgtin:0614141.112345.* of the item
with EPC urn:epc:idpat:sgtin:0614141.112345.400
is defined by the first part of the EPC code.

Once the external EPC or EPCClass is identified, the
algorithm verifies if a corresponding callback query is
already registered with the EPCIS repository (line 4). If
this is not the case, a new query is registered (line 6 and 8).
The EPCIS standard provides a set of predefined queries
(SimpleEventQueries) which have to be implemented
by all EPCIS repositories. For details refer to Section
8.2.7.1 of EPCglobal (2007). As situation recognition often
requires to compare actual with the expected process
behavior, plans about material availability have to be
updated. Such updates can be represented locally by
adding an ObjectEvent with the Action “REQUIRED”
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to the ontology (line 3). 2 For a given r ∈ R the event
specifies the time r.t when material r.p has to be available
at location r.m. For the sake of compactness, we use the
following abbreviation to refer to an ObjectEvent within
the EPCIS Event Ontology:

ObjectEvent(e, t, l, s, b, a, d) ⇔ ObjectEvent(e) ∧ timestamp(e, t)

∧ location(e, l) ∧ bizStep(e, s) ∧ businessTransaction(e, b) ∧

action(e, a) ∧ disposition(e, d)

While identifier e and timestamp t are mandatory for all
event types, all other relations are optional. Properties
that are not defined are indicated by “·”.

5.2 Situation Recognition

In this section, we show how complex situations like early
or late arrival of vendor parts, machine breakdowns, or
other disruptions can be described based on a set of
observed events. In line with most approaches in the area
of complex event processing, each situation is defined by
specifying the interdependency between events using event
patterns (Luckham and Vera, 1995). Event patterns can
be seen as templates which match certain combinations
of events. In literature, a wide range of different event
pattern languages have been proposed. In our work, we
rely on a rule-based event pattern language. A rule-
based approach has the advantage that we are able to
integrate the logical formalism for reasoning over event
hierarchies introduced in the previous section with the
additional language constructs and temporal reasoning
methods provided by an event pattern language.

In the following, we rely on the event pattern definition
defined by Anicic et al. (2010). An event pattern is
constructed from atomic or complex events and extends
our logical formalism as follows.

P ::= pr(t1, . . . , tn)|P WHERE t|q|(P ).q

|P BIN P |NOT(P ).[P, P ] (1)

pr represents a n-array predicate with arbitrary terms
t1, . . . , tn, q ∈ R is a nonnegative rational number,
WHERE can be used to define constraints using a term
t, and BIN is a binary operator that refers to one of the
temporal relations defined Allen (1983). These temporal
operators include SEQ representing a sequence of events,
AND indicating that two events happen at the same point
in time, and OR specifying that at least one of two events
have to occur. In our case pr mostly adopts an (atomic)
EPCIS event such as an ObjectEvent. Note that situations
are treated again as complex events, i.e. pr(t1, . . . , tn)← p.

Generally, in case of distributed production networks one
can distinguish between three types of detecting devia-
tions: (i) The deviations is detected by comparing the
actual material flow tracked by the EPCIS repository with
the companies’ local plans, (ii) the company receives a de-
viation notification via an EPCIS interpretation event (as
defined in Section 4), or (iii) actual object tracking infor-
mation from the EPCIS repository is locally compared to
expected material flow information determined by progno-
sis algorithms. The three approaches are exemplified using
the the following three simple event pattern (Rule 2 to 4).
They determine whether incoming material or outgoing
2 As this Action is only used within the Event Processor, it has not
to be part of the inter-organizational standard.

products with a unique identifier e are delayed according
to the planned availabilities and delivery deadlines.

Act ualDelay(e) ∧ delay(e, t2, t1)←

(ObjectEvent(e, t2, l, ·, ·, “REQUIRED
′′, ·) SEQ

ObjectEvent(e, t1, l, ·, ·,
′ ‘OBSERVE′′, ·)) (2)

Not ifiedDelay(e) ∧ delay(e, t2, t1)←

(ObjectEvent(e, t2, l, ·, ·, “REQUIRED
′′, ·) SEQ

ObjectEvent(e, t1, l, ·, ·,
′ ‘DEVIATION′′, ·)) (3)

Exp ectedDelay(e) ∧ delay(e, t2, t)←

(ObjectEvent(e, t2, l2, ·, ·, “REQUIRED
′′, ·) ∧

ObjectEvent(e, t1, l1, ·, ·,
′ ‘OBSERVED′′, ·) ∧

deliveryEstimation(t3, l1, l2) ∧ t = t1 + t3)

WHERE t2 < t1 + t3 (4)

Rule 2 implements the first approach by comparing the
time t1 a object has been observed at a given location
l with the time t2 the object is required at the location
according to the production plan. However, usually it
is too late for an appropriate reaction if we detect a
delay once the delivery is already received. Our cross-
organizational tracking and tracing system gives us two
alternatives for an earlier detection. Rule 3 replaces the
actual observation through a deviation event and thus
implements the second approach. Rule 4 finally leverages
the rich set of historic tracking and tracing data from the
EPCIS repository to calculate the approximate delivery
time based on the currently available observations. In the
example, the prognosis function deliveryEstimation :
L×L→ T allows the estimatation of the arrival time t ∈ T
based on the current position and destination of a certain
good. Possible implementations of this function range
from simply using the mean delivery durations of previous
orders to more sophisticated predictions models utilizing
support vector machines, neural networks or simulation
models.

Generally, time delays in supply chains are only one type
of situations that are of interest for production planing
and control. However, as the presented EPCIS event
representation and pattern language is very expressive, we
can similarly detect also other critical situations such as
quality deviations, misroutings, etc. Further, by leveraging
the formal semantics of events the consistency of situation
definitions can be verified.

5.3 Compensation Handling

Once a critical situation has been detected, notifications
and – if possible – compensation measures should be ini-
tiated. Therefore, at design time a set of compensation
strategies (c.f. Figure 4) have to be defined. These com-
pensation strategies can be realized by using the presented
rule mechanism. The compensation rules have the form
comp ← P where P is a situation description according
to Equation 1 and comp one or a conjunction of the rule
engine’s builtin predicates. As the number of compensa-
tion rules can easily exceed several thousands, a compact
and concise language is required. Our logic-based model
supports this requirement as event hierarchies can be used
to define rules on different levels of abstraction which
reduces the number of required rules. In addition, the
underlying formal model can be leveraged for consistency
checking of the compensation strategies.

As an example assume a compensation handling strategy
for detected delays in the supply chain. Our logical infer-
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Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the inventory model
embedded into a production network

ence mechanism automatically provides us with the knowl-
edge that the situations ActualDelay, NotifiedDelay,
and ExpectedDelay detected in the Situation Recognition
component are all subclasses of the situation Delay. This
is guaranteed by the following definition: Delay(x) ←
ObjectEvent(x) ∧ delay(x, y). Based on this definition
we are able to define a general (and extremely simple)
compensation rule for all kinds of delays.

notifyScheduler(‘time’, p, t1, t2)← delay(e, t1, t2) ∧

lookupEPC−1(e, p) (5)

Once a delay is detected, the rule triggers the builtin pred-
icate notifyScheduler that invokes the update method
of the Production Scheduler. This method currently sup-
ports updates of material availability in terms of ‘time’
as well as ‘quantity’ and a change of the production
‘duedate’ of a product. For notification of delays the
predicate additionally takes the material identifier p (ac-
cording to MBOM), the expected time t1, and the ob-
served/estimated time t2. To map the external EPCIS
identifer e to the internal MBOM identifier p we use
the inverse of the lookupEPC-method introduced in the
previous section. In the following section, we show how the
Production Scheduler reacts on the plan updates triggered
by events.

6. REACTIVE PRODUCTION SCHEDULING

As discussed in Section 3, the Production Scheduler is re-
sponsible for calculating the detailed production schedule.
In this context, two different aspects have to be taken
into account. On the one hand, the decision which task
should be executed by a specific machine (detailed ma-
chine scheduling) and, on the other hand, the material
supply (inventory-oriented scheduling). As the latter is
susceptible to logistics events (particularly in JIT / JIS
settings), we focus in this paper on the impact of EPCIS
events on inventory-oriented scheduling. Detailed machine
scheduling with change over times can be integrated into
the model but is not focus of this paper.

6.1 Reactive Scheduling Algorithm

The goal of the presented reactive production scheduling
approach is to calculate the cost minimizing sequence of
production jobs JP each time the event processor updates
delivery plans or production deadlines. Production jobs
require a set of withdrawal jobs JW from the inventory.
Inventories are replenished by the delivery jobs JD. This
dependencies are depicted in Figure 5 and discussed in the
following.

Production jobs JP : A production job j ∈ JP is
a 3-tuple j = (p, d, s) where p ∈ P represents the

MBOM material class identifier of the end product and
d ∈ N the due date which are both derived from the
production orders received via the Production Manager.
The optimal starting time s ∈ N of the production
job is calculated by the Production Scheduler. Once the
notifyScheduler(‘duedate’, p, t1, t2) method is called
by the Event Processor production jobs are updated as
follows: JP = JP \ (p, t1, s) and JP = JP ∪ (p, t2, s). Gen-
erally, updates trigger the rescheduling algorithm below.

Delivery Job JD: Each production job requires a (non-
empty) set of components from the inventory. Production
scheduling thus requires information about material deliv-
eries JD. It is described by tuples (p, q, t) where p ∈ P is a
MBOM identifier, q ∈ N the quantity and t ∈ N the time
of delivery. During scheduling the set of delivery jobs JD is
used to verify whether a set of withdrawal jobs is possible
at a given point in time. The set of delivery jobs is updated
by the methods notifyScheduler(‘quantity’, p, t1, t2)
and notifyScheduler(‘time’, p, t1, t2) as done for the
production jobs above.

Withdrawal Jobs JW : The withdrawal jobs that are
required for a certain production job can be determined

by means of the function mbom : P → 2P×Z
−

which
specifies the quantity of each material required for a
specific product. The entire set of withdrawal jobs for
product pend ∈ P is given by JW

pend
= {(p, q, t)|(p, q) ∈

mbom(pend) ∧ t ∈ N} where t defines the withdrawal time
of material for product jend and depends on the schedule
of production jobs (see Formula 8 below).

Rescheduling Algorithm: The algorithm aims at calcu-
lating an optimal schedule of the production jobs con-
tained in JP , i.e. a schedule defines the starting point
j.s for all j ∈ JP . A schedule is thus a total function
σ : JP → N assigning a starting time to each job. The
objective of choosing the function σ is the minimization
of a cost function, e.g. the earliness/tardiness given by
the distance to the due date |σ(j) − j.d|. However, in
the context of rescheduling changing the schedule σold

should only done if there is a significant improvement.
To quantify the improvement, additionally the distance
between the optimal and the current schedule is calculated
using a distance function edit. This function has to be
chosen depending on the inventory system. For example,
considering a high rack warehouse arbitrary substitutions
between productions jobs are possible. In this case edit
is implemented using the Hamming Distance (Hamming,
1950). Consequently, the optimization problem for select-
ing the best schedule can be formulated as follows where
w ∈ [0, 1] represents the “rescheduling threshold” (w = 1
always chooses the optimal schedule whereas w = 0 leads
to the schedule with minimal changes).

arg min
σ:JP→N

w ·
∑

j∈JP

|σ(j)− j.d|+ (1− w) · edit(σ, σold) (6)

In order to make sure that no production jobs are sched-
uled without having enough stocks (7), enough time to
transport components from the inventory to the machines
(8), and enough production capacity (9) the following
constraints have to hold. The function prep defines the
transportation time for given withdrawal and production
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Fig. 6. Impact of the scheduling strategy on the deviation
from the optimal due date.

jobs. The constant PROD CAPACITY defines how many
production jobs can be executed in parallel.

∀t ∈ N, ∀p ∈ P :

t∑

i=0

∑

j∈JD∪JW
p ∧j.t=t∧j.p=p

j.q ≥ 0 (7)

∀j ∈ JP , ∀j′ ∈ JW
j.p : j′.t− prep(j′, j) = j.s (8)

∀t ∈ T : |{j ∈ JP |j.s = t}| ≤ PROD CAPACITY (9)

The optimization problem can be represented as a mixed
integer linear program with a totally unimodular con-
straint matrix. Thus, the problem can be efficiently solved
using the simplex algorithm. The efficiency of the approach
is investigated in the next section.

6.2 Evaluation Results

In order to investigate the impact of the event-based
scheduling strategy on the performance of production,
simulations are used to measure earliness/tardiness of jobs
and required rescheduling steps. We simulated a produc-
tion line for manufacturing with two product types each
requiring two different vendors parts from the inventory.
Up to 30% of the expected material deliveries are delayed.
The corresponding EPCIS ObjectEvents notifying about
the delay are generated randomly; actual delays are de-
rived using Rule 3. Production of both products takes one
time slot and the line processes a single order at a time
(PROD CAPACITY = 1). A simulation run comprises
10 schedules with together 200 discrete time slots. Before
production start of a schedule, we assume that production
jobs can be shifted without restrictions. Hence, distance
between two schedules is measured using the Hamming
Distance. The simulation has been done for three different
strategies:

Shifting Strategy: Baseline scenario where EPCIS Events
are not considered. Once an order cannot be executed due
to missing vendor parts, it is shifted to the end of the
schedule or (if necessary) to the next schedule.

Scheduling Strategy: Once an EPCIS event is received
from the Event Processor, a new optimal schedule that
minimizes the distance to the due date |σ(j)− j.d| for all
j ∈ JD is calculated. This corresponds to rescheduling
with Formula 6 and w = 1.

Rescheduling Strategy (w = 0.5): The rescheduling strat-
egy additionally considers the trade-off between the num-
ber of reschedule steps required and the optimality of the
schedule. For the simulation runs w = 0.5 has been used.

Fig. 7. Number of changes to the schedule required for
each scheduling strategy.

Figure 6 shows the absolute cumulated distance to the
due date for the 91 of the 200 simulation runs that re-
sulted in schedule changes. Selecting always the optimal
schedule (scheduling strategy) reduces the cumulated ear-
liness/tardiness by 50% compared to the baseline strategy.
The rescheduling strategy improves the cumulated earli-
ness/tardiness only by 43%, but requires only a small share
of rescheduling steps compared to the optimal scheduling
strategy. The number of required changes in the schedule
are shown in Figure 7. In our simulation, moving from
optimal scheduling to the rescheduling algorithm reduces
the number of rescheduled steps by 78%, while the perfor-
mance only reduces by 7%. The simulations therefore in-
dicate that considering the trade-off between performance
improvement and number of rescheduling steps is essential,
particularly in scenarios where manual work is required for
implementing changes to the schedules. In the following,
we move beyond pure simulations and show how the overall
system is realized in a real production environment.

7. REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION

A first proof of concept of the system proposed in this
paper is realized based on the Siemens SmartAutomation
lab. The SmartAutomation lab is an industrial research
plant for practical testing of new technologies, products
and automation solutions. The lab consists of two parts
one in Karlsruhe, which is related to process industry
and one part in Nuremberg for discrete manufacturing
purposes. Both labs allow the evaluation of new methods
for development, specification and commissioning in a
real plant under real conditions. They are reduced in
dimension, e.g. smaller conveyor belts, but built with real
state of the art automation systems and software to give a
good base for further evaluation, testing and prototyping.

The basis of the implementation is the Siemens MES
system SIMATIC IT which provides the functions of the
Production Management System as introduced in Section
3. As part of the evaluation SIMATIC IT is extended
by the component SmartSIT for handling EPCIS events.
In order to be able to “include” the components Event
Processor and Production Scheduler SIMATIC IT is ex-
tended by connectors to the EPCIS repository and RFID
reader infrastructure. The Event Processor is implemented
using the Prolog rule engine and the ETALIS language for
events. 3 The prototype of the Production Scheduler is cur-
rently realized using the mixed integer linear programming

3 http://code.google.com/p/etalis
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Fig. 8. Hardware demonstrator.

solver lpsolve. 4 For handling and configuration purposes
of the installed RFID infrastructure the SIMATIC RF-
Manager is used. SIMATIC RF-Manager is also respon-
sible for providing reader events by sending ecReports
to SmartSIT through its ALE protocol as specified in
EPCglobal (2005).

By means of the SmartSIT component, production schedul-
ing and dispatching of production jobs in SIMATIC IT can
be done under consideration of information from the logis-
tics network. For example, material that will shortly arrive
in the commissioning station can already be considered in
the planning process or product requests of a high priority
customer can be served at short notice.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a system for event-based reactive production
optimization is presented that allows a tight integration
of supply chain information into productions operations
management. To this end, EPCIS is extended to support
notifications of plan deviations and the semantics of the
EPCIS syntax is grounded in formal logics. By leveraging
the formal definitions, relevant situations as well as com-
pensation handling mechanisms can be defined in a concise
and consistent way. Another contribution of this paper is
the seamless integration of event processing with reactive
scheduling. The approach is shown to reduce delays in
case of unexpected events while minimizing the number
of rescheduling steps. As proof of concept a prototype is
realized and tested in an industrial research plant.
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